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Abstract:

Process calculi like TCSP [BHR84] provide a framework in which
reactive systems can be developed in a formal way. Uninterpreted atomic actions, viewed as the conceptual entities at a chosen level of abstraction are the
basic building blocks in such calculi. The concept of syntactic action re nement
supports the hierarchical top down developement of systems: Given a process
expression P one re nes an atomic action a of P by a more complex process
expression Q, gaining a more detailed process expression P [a ; Q]. Logical calculi (see e.g. [Eme90]) can be used as speci cation languages in which properties
of reactive systems are denoted by formulas. The impact of action re nement
on various notions of bisimulation is well understood (see e.g. [AH91, GGR94]).
However little attention has been given so far to the meaning of action re nement
for speci cation logics. In particular knowing P = ' does not provide information which formulas are satis ed by P [a ; Q] or vice versa. Such knowledge
however, could be used to facilitate the veri cation task in a stepwise re nement of systems. We extend the Modal Mu-Calculus [Koz83]  by an action
re nement operator and provide a link between (syntactic) action re nement
for a TCSP-like process algebra and action re nement in  by investigating
restrictions on processes P; Q and formulas ' which guarantee
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P j= ' , P [a ; Q] j= '[a ; Q]

(1)

where a is taken from a xed set of atomic actions. Assertion (1) can be interpreted in various ways. Firstly we may interpret (1) as a simpli cation of the
veri cation task, as we may check P = ' instead of P [a ; Q] = '[a ; Q].
Secondly we may read (1) from left to right, which embodies two views of veri cation: Firstly we can focus on the re nement of the speci cation '. Given
P = ', a re nement [ ; Q] on ' automatically supplies a re ned process
term which satis es the speci cation '[ ; Q]. This can be seen as a concept of
`a-priori'-veri cation. Secondly we can focus on the re nement of process terms,
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i.e. we consider the re nement P [ ; Q] of P , where P = ' and obtain automatically P [ ; Q] = '[ ; Q]. One might argue that we could determine
P [ ; Q], search a speci cation which re ects the re nement [ ; Q] in
the logic and then apply a model checker to establish P [ ; Q] = . However
no hint is available which formula re ects the re nement of P in an appropriate way. Hence we would have to test a sequence of formulas (of which we
think that they re ect the re nement) 1 ; 2 ; : : : ; n with the model checker.
An application of the model checker however, might need exponential time1.
The formula ed('[ ; Q]) which is obtained from '[ ; Q] by removing all
occurrences of the re nement operator via reduction may be of size exponential
in the size of Q. However only one such exponential reduction invoked by the
application of assertion (1) is necessary to obtain a formula which re ects the
re nement appropriatly. Hence (1) can be used as a more ecient indicator of
the logical consequences induced by re nements on process terms than model
checking. The validity of (1) has another interesting implication: The assertion
can be used by a system designer, who is not interested in full equality of re ned
process expressions modulo bisimulation equivalence, but in the fact, that two
re ned processes both satisfy a re ned property (or a set of re ned properties)
of special interest.
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1 Though model-checking formulas of the Modal Mu-Calculus is decidable for in nite sequential processes [BS99] it already becomes undecidable for the (parallel) process language
V BPP [Esp97]. Non-exponential model-checker for nite state systems are known only for
subsets of the Modal Mu-Calculus e.g. the alternation free fragment [CS92].

